Hyperthermia is one of the method in medical treatment simulation to overcome the cancer disease. In hyperthermia, it is used the electromagnetic wave as heat source in human body heat transfer. This heat transfer is mathematically simulated by Bio-Heat-Tranfer-Equation (BHTE). In this research, the boundary heat treshold in muscle, fat and tumor related to hyperthermia therapy is being predicted.
Introduction
Cancer is one of the common terminology to express the malignant neoplasma [1] . Literally, neoplasma means "new growth". Wills said that cancer is abnormal mass in tissue which is uncontrollably grown so that disturb the normal tissue growth [4] .
where  represent the density of tissue, c is a certain heat, k is the thermal conductivity, W represents the blood perfussion, T is temperature, and ARD is the period source. This equation means that the blood perfussion (W) use the non linear version to fat perfusion which related to the muscle. This blood perfussion is not depended to the temperature. However, several experiment shows that blood vessels in tissue to get the heat into cancer is depends to the temperature.
If the heat is given to the normal tissue, such as skin and muscle, then the heat will increase significantly. So, the blood perfussion and normal tissue in muscle, fat and tumor combination is needed to have the nonlinear version of equation. According to this condition, this model depends on the blood heat perfussion and tumor. So, we get the following blood perfussion in muscle, fat and tumor [3] :
Result and Discussion
In bio-heat-transfer-equation related to the hyperthermia therapy, each variable is influenced one another within the temperature (T). The data of the patient condition can be seen in Table 1 . 
, so we get:
From the equations above, we get the nonlinear equation of bio-het-transfer of blood perfussion. The first step is to find the initial point of its solution using Table 7 . 
Conclusion
From this research, it is shown that the treshold temperature solution related to hyperthermia therapy is determined differently in each patient. It is depend on their blood perfussion in each organ. For the patient with initial YRI bestly have the 43,701 F temperature related to the muscle hyperthermia therapy, for patient with initial name AUM have the 43,356 F of temperature treshold related to the fat hyperthermia therapy and for patient with initial name ARB have the 44,727 F of temperature treshold related to the tumor hyperthermia therapy.
